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New leadership sets fresh course  

President Ramaphosa has made sweeping changes, including a major cabinet 

reshuffle, since he was elected as state president by parliament on 15 February. The 

consequent surge in confidence should spur investment and growth, although many of 

South Africa’s significant constraints and challenges will be hard to fix. Still, the slide in 

the sovereign’s credit ratings seems to have been stopped for now.   

We now forecast real GDP growth of 1.8% this year and 1.9% for 2019, up by 0.4 pp 

and 0.2 pp, respectively, since January. We now forecast fixed investment of 2.3% and 

3.9% for this year and next. Consumption should remain constrained owing to weak 

job creation, subdued household borrowing and the big tax hikes of the 2018 Budget, 

but indicators of consumer credit health indicators are all benign. We forecast 

consumption growth of 1.8% and 2.4% for 2018 and 2019, respectively. 

CPI inflation has now likely bottomed and should rise over the next few years but not 

breach the top end of the 3-6% target. The latest data suggest that inflation 

expectations have declined markedly, but high nominal wage settlements are likely to 

remain a persistent upside risk to cost-push inflation.  

The current account is likely to widen slightly from 2.5% of GDP in 2017 to 3.2% this 

year and 3.3% in 2019 due to the pick-up in domestic demand combined with the 

strong rand and potentially some weakening of the terms of trade.  

The 2018 Budget took the strong step of hiking VAT, but the deficit consolidation 

path remains weak. There are upside spending risks from the public sector wage 

discussions currently underway and possible demands for further bailouts from state-

owned enterprises. 

Monetary policy remains persistently hard to call, as evidenced by the SARB’s recent 

decision to cut the repo rate by 25bp in a narrow 4:3 split vote. We see little scope for 

further easing, unless the rand gains sustainably further and/or wage settlements 

moderate significantly.   

We expect the ZAR to strengthen to R11.00/USD by the end of Q1 18 before 

weakening gradually to R11.50/USD by year-end, because of the lack of further 

sovereign rating downgrades, improved domestic sentiment, and the prospect of 

greater capital inflows against a persistently supportive global backdrop.   
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The South Africa Quarterly Perspectives series of reports outlines our latest macroeconomic 

forecasts for South Africa and discusses the major macroeconomic themes for the quarters 

ahead. The forecasts presented in this report are largely based on the output of our 

proprietary demand-orientated macro model with production function supply-side 

constraints. It is run off a comprehensive macro data set up to Q4 17, as published by 

Statistics South Africa and the South African Reserve Bank’s latest Quarterly Bulletin, 

updated for other relevant data published more recently.  

Dramatic and extensive political progress over the last quarter 

The political progress has been dramatic since our last Quarterly Perspectives was published 

on 12 January. After the African National Congress (ANC) elected a divided top leadership and 

only narrowly chose President Ramaphosa over Jacob Zuma’s preferred candidate, it seemed 

that the two ANC factions remained locked in something of a stalemate. However, power 

flows to power, and despite considerable resistance, eventually Ramaphosa and his allies in 

the Top Six, the National Executive Committee and the National Working Committee were able 

to manoeuvre Zuma into a corner by threatening a parliamentary vote of no confidence, such 

that Zuma finally resigned on 14 February, over a year before his term was officially due to end 

with the general elections due sometime in Q2 19. Parliament elected Ramaphosa as state 

president the next day, and then on the following day, he gave the State of the Nation Address 

in which he promised vigorous efforts to clear up the corruption and ineffectiveness which 

addled governance in the Zuma era. President Ramaphosa’s cabinet reshuffle on 26 February 

was quite far reaching, replacing a third of the posts, including most of the ministers tainted 

by allegations of state capture, while still accommodating a few key Zuma loyalists. Most 

critically, Ramaphosa’s appointment of experienced administrators untainted by corruption 

allegations to a number of key economic portfolios including Finance, Mineral Resources, and 

Public Enterprises was well received by business. More recently, in late March he suspended 

Tom Moyane, the head of the South African Revenue Service (SARS), a key Zuma ally who 

presided over a significant drop in tax collections and institutional decay. Additionally, the 

criminal justice authorities (chiefly the Hawks and the National Prosecuting Authority) have 

finally started to move against various cases of apparent corruption at the highest levels of the 

state. Former President Zuma has been summoned to appear in the High Court in Durban on 

6 April to face charges of fraud, corruption, money laundering and racketeering related to a 

decade-old arms deal, but other corruption cases are also likely to reach court before too long.  

However, this is not to say that all South Africa’s political challenges have been overcome. 

The main opposition, the Democratic Alliance, is facing a number of challenges as it 

struggles to figure out how to attract greater black voter support, when it has no internal 

consensus on what its stand should be on South Africa’s racial challenges. Meanwhile, the 

Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) seem to have tugged the political debate in a more 

populist direction, as evidenced by the fact that the ANC has, at its December National 

Conference, adopted two policies – free university education and expropriation of land 

without compensation (EWC) – that were originally EFF policies. Regardless of the obvious 

need to move South Africa markedly towards a more equal distribution of land (and other 

assets too), the challenge lies in getting an accurate and complete audit of current land 

usage, and then identifying appropriate tools and processes to facilitate redistribution. It is 

not clear, for example, if the ANC needs to amend the constitution to allow EWC, nor which 

types of land it will target. While the ANC asserts that EWC will be undertaken in an orderly 

manner that serves to improve food production and does not damage the economy, there 

are many pitfalls, and we think it is a process that could prove tricky for the authorities to 

manage. Since the ANC passed its resolution to adopt EWC, there has been a notable rise in 

attempted “land grabs”, although these have occurred not on rural farmland but rather in 

areas closer to urban employment opportunities. In the meantime, parliament’s 

constitutional review committee will consider the matter, including public hearings in April, 

and report back by the end of August. The government also needs to take some tough 

A vigorous new broom is 

apparent since Cyril 

Ramaphosa and his allies 

managed to force Jacob Zuma 

to step down as state 

president on 14 February; the 

new administration is 

determined to root out 

corruption and state capture 

The political discourse remains 

fractious and the ANC’s 

contentious decision to pursue 

land expropriation without 

compensation is going to be 

difficult to manage   
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decisions regarding its efforts to promote greater black economic empowerment more 

broadly, most immediately as regards its plans for the Mining Charter, where there is no 

easy answer to the “once empowered, always empowered” debate. 

Stronger growth prospects in sight, thanks to rising confidence 

Q4 17 GDP came in sharply higher than expected at 3.1% q/q saar. This was well ahead of 

consensus (1.8%) and our forecast (1.5%), and is equivalent to 1.9% y/y for Q4 17, based 

on seasonally adjusted data. Notably, the gains were quite broad-based, with all but two 

production sectors reporting positive quarterly growth, whereas the growth rebound in the 

previous two quarters was led by the primary sector (Figure 1). From the demand-side 

perspective, the growth composition was also quite encouraging, with a strong contribution 

from private sector fixed investment spending, which rose by nearly 10% q/q saar (Figure 

2). Furthermore, household spending on durables rose sharply, by 13.1% q/q saar, to 

contribute a third of the total 3.6% q/q saar gain in household consumption in Q4 17 

(Figure 3). Of course, some of this may be reversed in Q1 18, given strong Black Friday 

spending, which does not yet have enough history to be smoothed out of StatsSA’s 

seasonal adjustment. Additionally, and notably, the last national accounts data release from 

StatsSA contained material upward revisions to previous quarters’ data, including a revision 

which eliminated the technical recession in late 2016 and early 2017, leaving GDP growth 

for 2017 of 1.3%, a lot higher than most forecasts. In our Q1 18 Perspectives, for example, 

we had forecast growth of just 0.9% for 2017.  

Activity indicators have been mixed year to date, but tending towards positive. Both PMIs 

are now printing above 50 for the first time in many months (Figure 4) and there are 

encouraging signals from the SARB’s leading indicator as well (Figure 5). As far as the hard 

output prints are concerned, mining output rose 2.4% y/y in January, versus a consensus 

forecast of a 1.0% y/y rise, but manufacturing production of 2.4% y/y disappointed versus 

our above consensus forecast of 3.4% y/y. Retail sales came in quite a bit weaker than 

expected in January, but the data are proving quite volatile in light of strong Black Friday 

spending, while car sales also have softened after a strong Q4 17 (Figure 6). However, the 

first high-frequency output prints of the year after major holidays can often be a little 

volatile, with more ‘noise’ than actual signal.  

  

Last GDP print came in much 

higher than expected and was 

fairly broad-based on both the 

production and demand sides. 

FIGURE 1 

Robust and solidly broad-based GDP growth for Q4 17 

 
FIGURE 2 

Private fixed investment spending surged in Q4 17 

 

 

 
* Finance, insurance and real estate. Source: StatsSA, Absa Research   Source: StatsSA, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 3 

Household spending on durables has accelerated sharply 

 
FIGURE 4 

Both PMIs have picked up into positive territory… 

 

 

 
Source: StatsSA, Absa Research  Source: Markit, BER, Absa Research 

FIGURE 5 

…and the SARB’s leading indicator is also encouraging 

 
FIGURE 6 

Retail spending has eased since a strong Black Friday 

 

 

 

Source: SARB, Absa Research  Source: StatsSA, NAAMSA, Absa Research 

FIGURE 7 

A lower maize crop will drag on agricultural value added 

 
FIGURE 8 

Higher commodity prices should lift mining output  

 

 

 
Source: Crop Estimates Committee, Department of Agriculture, Absa Research  Source: Crop Estimates Committee, Department of Agriculture, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 9 

Business confidence picked up sharply in Q1 18 

 
FIGURE 10 

Mixed sentiment in the construction industry 

 

 

 

Source: StatsSA, Bureau for Economic Research, Absa Research  Source: Bureau for Economic Research, Absa Research 

The agricultural sector will likely subtract from growth this year given the severe drought in 

the Western Cape, and, elsewhere in the country, the prospect of a more normal maize 

harvest after last year’s bumper crop which was in large measure the main driver of a 17.7% 

increase in gross value added by the agricultural sector in 2017 (Figure 7). Last year, roughly 

a third of country’s GDP growth was attributable to the agricultural sector. However, mining 

output should continue to do well on the back of somewhat stronger commodity prices 

(Figure 8). Overall, the dollar prices of South Africa’s four main export commodities (gold, 

platinum, coal and iron ore) have averaged about 6.5% higher so far in 2018 than in 2017. 

The appointment of Gwede Mantashe as the Minister of Mineral Resources has been widely 

welcomed as an appointment which should smooth the path to a functional Mining Charter 

and higher level of engagement in the sector. Building confidence picked up a little and 

should drive higher investment over the medium term, particularly if current political 

progress is sustained (Figure 9); however, confidence levels in the civil construction sector 

fell to all-time lows in Q1 18 (Figure 10). 
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FIGURE 11 

Aside from food and metals manufacturing has languished… 

 
FIGURE 12 

…but manufacturers are very optimistic about the future 

 

 

 
Source: StatsSA, Absa Research  Source: Bureau for Economic Research, Absa Research 
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Absa’s Manufacturing Survey for Q1 18 also points to a sector in the early stages of a 

cyclical recovery, supported by recent political gains. Confidence levels in the manufacturing 

sector as a whole rose by a sharp 13 points in Q1 18 to 37 (Figure 8), with mixed 

performance for the sector as a whole; all the recent gains in manufactured output have 

were derived from just two sectors: food processing and iron and steel (Figure 11). The 

former seems likely to be negatively affected by a lack of water and food inputs owing to 

the drought in the Western Cape, but the latter is unlikely to be greatly affected by US 

President Trump’s proposed tariffs, in our view. The Q1 18 confidence print of 37 indicates 

that 63% of manufacturers are still unhappy with current business conditions, and the other 

survey metrics for current conditions remain subdued, with manufacturers’ expectations for 

exports a lot more upbeat than their sentiment about the domestic demand – despite the 

strength of the exchange rate. However, manufacturers reported very robust optimism for 

the future. The net balance of manufacturers’ expectations for business conditions in 12 

months time shot up from -30 to +39 – its best level in 18 years (Figure 12). Survey 

respondents were also more optimistic about their expected fixed investment in machinery 

and equipment in 12 months’ time as well as their export prospects..  

As far as the demand-side balance of the economy is concerned, we see the consumer as 

looking relatively solid, forecasting consumption growth of 1.8% this year and 2.4% in 2019 

after 2.2% in 2017. There is mixed evidence on the employment front. Most formal 

businesses still seek to shed labour, but the retail sector’s hiring plans seems to have 

improved sharply in Q1 18 (Figure 13). Statistics South Africa’s two data sets continue to 

present mixed evidence, with the household-based Quarterly Labour Force Survey showing 

an increase in formal sector nonagricultural employment in Q4 17, but the enterprise-based 

Quarterly Employment Statistics showing job gains (Figure 14).. Meanwhile, consumer 

borrowing remains exceptionally muted, below the rate of inflation (Figure 15) but there is 

little sign of consumer debt distress, with various indicators of credit health proving quite 

well behaved (Figures 16-18). Of course, the 2018 Budget imposed swinging tax increases, 

most notably a one percentage point increase in VAT, which will hurt consumers’ wallets. 

But offsetting this to some degree is the fact that household balance sheets as reflected by 

their debt burden, wealth and savings continued to improve in Q4 17 (Figures 19-20). As for 

fixed investment spending, as outlined above, private businesses have reason to be more 

optimistic, which should translate into greater investment, although investment plans take 

time to put into action, while government and parastatal investment plans will be 

circumscribed by severe balance sheet constraints. We forecast fixed investment at 2.3% in 

2018 and 3.9% in 2019.). Government consumption will remain constrained by the weak 

fiscus, in our view. Looking ahead, we are modestly optimistic on South Africa’s growth 

prospects, forecasting 1.8% GDP growth for 2018 (up from our 1.4% forecast at the time of 

the last Quarterly Perspectives) and 1.9% for 2019 (up from 1.7% previously). Our 

macroeconomic forecast is summarized in tabular form in Figure 46 on page 22. 

Absa’s Manufacturing Survey 

for Q1 18 is consistent with an 

early stage cyclical recovery 

We have lifted our GDP growth 

forecast by 0.4pp and 0.2 pp to 

1.8% and 1.9%, respectively, 

for 2018 and 2019 
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FIGURE 13 

Mixed hiring intentions…  

 
FIGURE 14 

…with few new jobs created in 2017 

 

 

  

 

Source:  Bureau for Economic Research, Absa Research  Source: Statistics South Africa, Absa Research 

FIGURE 15 

Bank lending to households is below inflation 

 
FIGURE 16 

Consumer credit health appears to be improving 

 

 

 
Source: SARB, Absa Research  Source: TransUnion, Absa Research 

FIGURE 17 

National Credit Regulator finds no material arrears buildup… 

 
FIGURE 18 

…and private credit bureaus also report easing arrears 

 

 

 
Source: National Credit Regulator, Absa Research  Source: Experian, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 19 

Household net wealth picked up a bit again over 2017 

 
FIGURE 20 

Household savings has remained in positive territory 

 

 

 

Source: SARB, Absa Research  Source: SARB, Absa Research 

Despite our projected growth pick-up, South Africa’s potential growth rate remains fairly low. 

Absent an exogenous strong surge higher in global demand and commodity prices, a return to 

growth rates regularly above 3% requires a range of interventions and structural reforms. In 

our view, some of the necessary changes include: 

 Thoughtful partial liberalization of labour markets. We view the current automatic 

extension of centrally bargained wage agreements to non-parties as a huge deterrent to 

SMME growth, leading to an ossified big business/big labour economy.  

 Privatization and enhanced competition policy. This is likely one good way to boost 

private sector productivity growth.  

 Policy certainty and clarity. This is especially pressing as regards the key mining sector, 

which still awaits a functional Mining Charter to guide transformation, and the passage 

of key amendments to the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, which 

has been stalled now in parliament for nearly three years.  

 The African Continent Free Trade Area and other efforts to promote regional economic 

integration, particularly as regards infrastructure. South Africa could do extremely well, 

with its relatively highly developed manufacturing sector, once the ACFTA deal comes 

fully into force, but this is a very long run story. 

 Educational reform, to ensure that the substantial amounts of money spent by the 

government are spent on delivering proper skills outcomes.  

Headline CPI disinflation has likely now bottomed 

CPI inflation has eased markedly over the last five quarters, mainly reflecting the effects of a 

slowdown in food price inflation as well as persistent slack in the economy and a stronger 

exchange rate. After easing back into the SARB’s target range in Q2 17, headline CPI 

inflation continued its march downwards to reach a three-year low of just 4.0% y/y in 

February. Food prices, in particular, with a weight of 17.2% in the CPI basket, have been a 

key driver of the broad trend in headline CPI inflation. Following last year’s bumper harvest 

for summer crops, food price inflation slowed sharply to just 3.9% y/y in February after 

averaging 10.0% in Q1 17. This is the lowest reading for food price inflation in just over four 

years. Within the food basket, price pressures are generally contained and some of the key 

categories, including ‘bread and cereals’ and ‘oils and fats’ have now recorded outright 

deflation for more than six months (Figure 21). Notably, the increase in meat price inflation 
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that followed the post-drought herd rebuilding by farmers also appears to have reached its 

high point. Meat price inflation slowed to 11.4% y/y in February after reaching a recent 

peak of 15.6% y/y in Q3 17.  

Generalised upside pressures on food prices are limited. Maize futures prices have remained 

contained due to a combination of a decent prospective harvest (albeit after last year’s 

bumper crop), high stock levels from last season, and lower international demand while, as 

a net wheat importer, wheat futures have benefitted from the stronger rand. Compared to 

the same time last year, wheat and maize futures prices were about 10% and 3% lower 

(Figure 22). That said, the strong favourable base effects on food prices that have delivered 

the sharply lower food price inflation prints have now run their course and food price 

inflation is likely to rise over coming months, in our view. Moreover, a sugar tax on sugar-

sweetened beverages is to be effective from 1 April. Non-alcoholic beverages are just 1.76% 

of the CPI, and not all of these are sugar-sweetened. However, the SARB estimates that the 

tax could add about 0.6pp and 0.1pp to food and headline CPI inflation a year after 

implementation. In the absence of any adverse shocks, we forecast food price inflation to 

rise gradually, averaging 5.5% in H2 18 and 5.7% in 2019, assuming no expansion of the list 

of foodstuffs that are zero-rated for VAT (see below).  

Energy prices also have an important bearing on headline CPI inflation. In this regard, NERSA’s 

decision to allow Eskom a tariff increase of 5.23% for this financial year and its announcement 

that it would only announce its decision on three pending Regulatory Clearing Account (RCA) 

applications on 21 June has eradicated upside risks from electricity tariffs for this year. 

(Electricity comprises 3.8% of the CPI basket). However, this leaves some uncertainty for 2019, 

particularly given the pending RCA and Multi-Year Price Determination (MYPD) applications. 

Nonetheless, we have assumed a tariff increase of 7.0% this year (including some municipality 

margins), and a baseline increase of 8.0% for 2019. Meanwhile, Brent crude oil prices have 

been volatile. After rising above USD71/bbl in late January, spot Brent prices collapsed to 

about USD62/bbl by mid-February. More recently, prices have spiked again, rising by about 

8% to USD69/bbl since mid-March. However, for fuel prices, which account for 4.6% of the 

CPI basket, the rand’s recent strength has dominated, resulting in three consecutive fuel price 

cuts since January. However, the prevailing under-recovery and the 52c/litre rise in levies 

(general fuel levy and Road Accident Fund levy) means that a sharp increase of 5% m/m is to 

be implemented on 4 April. Crude oil prices and the rand – neither of which are easy to 

forecast with certainty - will be key for the future path of fuel prices. We have assumed Brent 

Favourable base effects have 

now concluded, and food price 

inflation will likely rise 

henceforth 

FIGURE 21 

Favourable food price base effects will fade… 

 
FIGURE 22 

…but crop prices suggest limited upside pressure on food 

prices 

  

 

 
Source: StatsSA, Absa Research  Source: Thomson Reuters, Absa Research 
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crude oil prices track more or less in line with the Bloomberg consensus expectation of $64-65 

over the next couple of years. 

Beyond the food and energy inflation, the outlook for underlying price pressures as measured by 

core CPI is also critical for the overall inflation outlook. While food price inflation has been the 

biggest driver of the slowdown in food price inflation, core CPI inflation has eased notably in 

recent months amid generally contained demand-pull pressures and a stronger exchange rate. 

Core CPI inflation printed at 4.1% y/y in February, which is not only the lowest reading for this 

measure in more than six years but also the fifth time that it has surprised market consensus to 

the downside in the last six months alone (Figure 23). In recent months, we had observed a 

divergence between core goods and core services inflation, with the former coming down 

sharply while the latter remaining sticky. However, core services inflation has also eased in the 

last few months. On our calculations, core services inflation was 4.7% y/y in February, compared 

with an average of 5.2% in Q4 17 (Figure 24). However, we note that the lower February print 

came primarily from an unusually small increase in insurance premiums (10.1% of the CPI 

basket), which resulted in inflation in this category dipping to 6.9% y/y during the month, from 

8.1% y/y growth in January. Other major parts of the core services basket remained fairly sticky 

with the notable exception of the relatively small annually surveyed medical services component, 

which fell to 5.5% y/y in February, down from 6.4% in January. Core services inflation is likely to 

respond to the dynamics of unit labour costs (Figure 25) which depend on wage settlements and 

productivity growth and a narrowing output gap. In this regard, the current public sector talks 

and the extent to which the eventual settlement sets the benchmark and influences settlements 

in other parts of the economy will be key. The decline in inflation expectations, particularly those 

of labour unions, as reflected in the BER’s quarterly survey of inflation expectations, have thus far 

not translated into lower wage demands (Figure 26).  

Indirect tax increases in the 2018 Budget also will serve to lift inflation, although the degree to 

which these generate more worrying second-round inflationary effects will depend on 

generalized demand strength and inflation expectations The February Budget announced, 

among other tax increases, a 1pp increase in VAT to 15%. We calculate that about 57% of the 

food basket is subject to VAT after adjusting for the 19 zero-rated items while about 71% of core 

CPI is subject to VAT after accounting for exempt items. This means that 66% of headline CPI is 

“VAT-able”. Under an assumption of complete pass-through, the VAT increase adds 0.4pp to 

headline CPI inflation in 2018 and 0.2pp in 2019, on our estimates. However, there is some 

uncertainty about these estimates. The ANC National Executive Committee has apparently 

decided to expand the range of zero-rated goods in an effort to insulate the poor from the tax 

FIGURE 23 

Five consecutive downside surprises in core CPI 

 
FIGURE 24 

Core services inflation has also eased slightly 

 

 

  Source: Thomson Reuters, Absa Research  Source: Stats SA, Absa Research 
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hike and Finance Minister Nene has announced he will appoint an independent panel to consider 

the issue, with a report due to the Davis Tax Committee on 20 June with possible draft legislation 

in July. Additionally it is unclear how quickly the VAT increases will be passed on to consumer. 

Some retailers have announced that they may initially absorb some of the VAT increase into their 

margins, but we believe that near-complete pass-through is likely in the longer run. 

The overall outlook for headline CPI inflation is complex function of these factors pulling in 

various directions. Despite the fact that manufacturing cost pressures seem to have 

declined (Figure 27) an adverse base effect seems likely to deliver a marked increase in core 

CPI March. Thereafter, we expect a gradual increase to about 5.2% by Q4 18 as unit labour 

costs remained high and stronger economic activity narrows the output gap (Figure 28). 

With some upward normalisation in food price inflation likely due to favourable base effects, 

this leaves our baseline CPI inflation projection as rising to 5.3% by Q3 17 and before easing 

to 4.9% in the final quarter of 2018. We forecast an average of 5.7% for 2019. Near-term 

risks appear to be broadly balanced in our view. In this regard, we note that there is still 

some uncertainty with respect on how Stats SA will treat the move to announce fee-free 

higher education for families earning less than ZAR350k/per annum when it surveys 

education costs in the March release. Over the medium term, important risks to watch 

include wage settlements, electricity tariffs and how quickly the output gap narrows.  

FIGURE 25 

Wage settlements are key for unit labour costs 

 
FIGURE 26 

Long run inflation expectations dropped sharply in Q1 18 

 

 

 
Source: SARB, Absa Research  Source: Bureau for Economic Research, Absa Research 

FIGURE 27 

Manufacturing cost pressures have also come down 

 
FIGURE 28 

Headline CPI inflation is set to creep higher  

 

 

 
Source: BER, Stats SA, Absa Research  Source: Stats SA, Absa Research 
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External accounts: current account deficit set to widen moderately  

South Africa’s external accounts have become a much less worrying potential source of 

macroeconomic vulnerability over the past few years. The current account deficit of 2.5% of 

GDP in 2017 was the smallest since 2011 (Figure 29). However, the latest SARB Quarterly 

Bulletin, detailing data for Q4 17, suggests the improving trend may be losing steam. The 

current account deficit widened more than expected to 2.9% of GDP in Q4 17 from a 2.1% 

of GDP in Q3 17. This was due to a smaller merchandise trade surplus and a slightly wider 

deficit in “invisibles”, ie, net service receipts, net income payments and current transfers. 

The narrowing in the merchandise trade balance came despite continued improvement in 

the terms of trade, which increased by 0.8% q/q in Q4 17 (Figure 30). However, while 

exports continued to grow in Q4 17, by 6.6% q/q saar, this was outpaced by import growth 

of 8.9% q/q saar. According to the SARB, the increase in the value of exports was largely 

supported by mineral commodities, again reflecting the significance of export commodity 

prices in the recent adjustment in the trade accounts. On the other hand, the SARB notes 

that the increase in imports was driven mainly by machinery and electrical equipment with 

cellular phones contributing the most to that increase. We note that the increase in imports 

is consistent with the growth in gross domestic expenditure, to which merchandise imports 

display a very high degree of sensitivity (Figure 31). Meanwhile, the balance of invisibles 

accounts deteriorated to 4.4% of GDP in Q4 17 from 4.1% in Q3 17. Contributing to the 

deterioration in this over the course of 2017 were higher net dividend payments and an 

increase in gross interest payments, with the latter rising by 17.7% in 2017, owing mainly to 

an increase in South Africa’s foreign debt. 

The start to 2018 has been disappointing. The monthly merchandise trade data for January 

published by the South African Revenue Services (SARS) reflected a record deficit of 

ZAR27.1bn (Figure 32). These data are generally highly volatile and seasonal factors 

typically deliver a large deficit in January. The record deficit was due to a sharp increase in 

the import bill (led by original equipment components and mineral products, the latter 

primarily comprising Brent oil) and a strong contraction in exports, mainly by precious 

metals and mineral products. The situation partly reversed in February, with a small trade 

surplus of ZAR0.4bn, but the trend so far is markedly weaker than in previous years. 

Notably, South Africa’s exports to China (mainly iron ore) have averaged ZAR4bn lower per 

month so far in 2018 than their Q4 17 average. 

FIGURE 29 

Trade balance improvement has narrowed the CA deficit… 

 
FIGURE 30 

…partly due to a strong lift in terms of trade  

 

 

 
Source: SARB, Absa Research   Source: SARB, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 31 

A rebound in domestic demand will likely lift imports 

 
FIGURE 32 

Trade data started 2018 on a weak footing  

 

 

  
Source: SARB, StatsSA, Absa Research  Source: SARS, Absa Research 

One recent concern has been the fear of a global trade war following the US President’s 

announcement of 10% import tariffs on aluminium and 25% import tariffs on steel. 

According to SARS data, South African exports of aluminium, steel and related products to 

the US totalled ZAR16.6bn during 2017 (about 1.4% of all South African exports), but 

equivalent to nearly 20% of all exports to the US and 13.6% of all South Africa’s steel and 

aluminium exports. However, South Africa’s metal exports to the US account for less than 

1% of all US steel and aluminium imports. The Department of Trade and Industry has 

announced that it has approached the US to request exemption from the tariffs. However, a 

more important risk is that protectionist measures from the US against China result in 

strong escalating retaliatory efforts that lead to lower global demand, commodity prices and 

trade volumes generally. With China being South Africa’s single largest export market and 

the main market for its commodity exports, any trade friction that knocks Chinese growth 

would have an indirect negative effect on South Africa. That said, improving domestic 

demand will help to shore up the steel industry, especially if South Africa’s mining sector 

begins to accelerate investment.  

The outlook for the current account balance over the foreseeable future is likely to be 

shaped largely by export commodity price trends and the extent to which strong domestic 

demand lifts the import bill. Thus far, export commodity prices have generally held up well 

against a backdrop of strengthening global economic activity. The average quarter-to-date 

iron ore prices are c.16.1% higher compared to the Q4 17 average while average coal prices 

have risen only slightly by 1.9% over the same period. Gold and platinum have also risen 

over the same period by 4.1% and 6.4%, respectively. However, platinum prices have pulled 

back slightly in recent weeks. Moreover, the increases in export commodity prices will be 

materially offset by higher crude oil prices, up by over 21% over the same period. Relative to 

prevailing prices, the latest consensus estimates suggest commodity prices could remain 

relatively well supported over coming quarters. On the other hand, an improving outlook for 

domestic demand is also likely to reverse some of the recent import compression. As such, 

we look for the current account deficit to average 3.2% and 3.3% of GDP in 2018 and 2019, 

respectively. 

The financing side of the current account deficit is, of course, also critical. In this regards, 

the SARB’s Q4 balance of payments data showed that South Africa’s current account deficit 

was still financed to a large degree by portfolio inflows. Net portfolio investments reflected 

inflows of ZAR79.8bn in Q4, up from ZAR67.1bn in Q3 and the eighth straight quarter of 

inflows. Meanwhile, net foreign direct investments showed outflows ZAR10.3bn, the fifth 
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consecutive quarter of outflows. Net other inflows reflected outflows of ZAR6.1bn, 

following net inflows of ZAR16.5bn in Q3. More recent data have showed some inflows in 

both the equity and bond markets following recent optimism about South Africa’s 

prospects in the wake of positive political developments. Overall, we continue to see 

external accounts as posing fairly limited macroeconomic risks in the near term, unless the 

US economic experiments with tariffs and fiscal expansion spark a pick-up in interest rate 

expectations and a reduction in global risk appetite.  

Budget satisfied markets despite a weak projected fiscal consolidation path 

The 2018/19 Budget was formulated during a period of exceptional political uncertainty while 

the two factions in the ANC struggled for dominance at the December electoral conference, 

and afterwards when President Ramaphosa manoeuvred to oust his predecessor, Jacob Zuma. 

Thus, most of the fiscal programming occurred in something of a political vacuum and we 

think the 2018 Budget reflects this to some degree. Against this backdrop, we had argued that 

it would be hard for the National Treasury (NT) to craft a budget that fully satisfied the 

imperative of fiscal consolidation and, at the same time, which was sufficiently palatable to the 

electorate and the more leftist elements within the ANC. In the event, however, the NT 

delivered a budget for 2018/19 which took strong action on the revenue front, with a one 

percentage point hike in VAT, but due to the need to fund President Zuma’s promise of free 

university education, could not deliver much in the way of overall spending cuts in response to 

the gaping fiscal imbalances.  

With a projected revenue shortfall of around 1% of GDP (compared to the original budget 

targets for 2017/18), tough action was clearly needed. The underperformance in tax 

revenue collections leaves the tax buoyancy rate at a rather dismal 0.96 in FY 2017/18, 

despite some ZAR28bn of additional tax measures that were implemented in the 2017 

Budget. The NT attributes a large part of this to the shortfall in dividend withholding taxes 

after taxpayers (particularly trusts) shifted revenues to the previous year following the 

introduction of the higher rate in last year’s budget; however, President Ramaphosa and the 

new Finance Minister acknowledge that decaying tax morality and institutional problems at 

SARS have been contributing factors also. The NT assumes that the tax buoyancy rate will 

rise to 1.51 in FY 2018/19, owing largely to the effect of the ZAR30bn of additional tax 

measures. President Ramphosa’s recent decision to suspend the former head of SARS, Tom 

Moyane, pending disciplinary proceedings for the mismanagement of the agency and 

complicity with state capture offers hope that the institutional decay can be reversed.  

Most notably and encouragingly (and contrary to our expectations), the NT was decisive and 

hiked VAT by 1pp to 15%, which is projected to raise ZAR22.9bn in FY 2018/19, assuming 

that the ANC’s current discussions about expanding the list of zero-rated products fails to 

crystallize into something concrete. This is roughly two thirds of the total of ZAR36bn of new 

tax measures and marks the first time that VAT rate has been increased since 1993. However, 

even with the hike, South Africa’s VAT rate still remains substantially lower than the global 

average of similar sales taxes. The NT argues, correctly in our view, that a VAT increase was 

the least economically damaging way to raise the needed tax revenues. The ad valorem excise 

duties on luxury goods are also set to rise. For motor vehicles, the ad valorem excise duty rises 

from 25% to 30%. Meanwhile, the ad valorem excise duty rates, presently at 5% and 7% are 

to be hiked to 7% and 9%.  

The NT did not make further adjustments to personal income tax rates, a development that 

possibly reflects its dim view on current tax morality. However, the top-four personal 

income tax brackets were not adjusted to compensate for inflation while the bottom-three 

brackets received only a partial inflation offset. Thus, the NT expects to collect an additional 

ZAR6.8bn from personal income taxes through “fiscal drag”. Moreover, the NT has 

announced an increase in the estate duty from 20% to 25%, in line with the 

recommendations from the Davis Tax Committee. As a measure to limit donations designed 

to avoid the higher rate of estate duty, donations above ZAR30mn in a single tax year will be 
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taxed at 25%. These measures are effective from 1 March 2018. However, the revenue 

impact is relatively small with the NT projecting it would collect an additional sum of just 

ZAR150mn in 2018/19. The medical tax credits are also set to rise at less than the rate of 

inflation, which is set to help fund the rolling out of national health insurance. (Figure 33) 

As usual, “sin taxes” were lifted by more than the inflation rate. The increase in excise duties 

on tobacco is projected to raise an additional ZAR0.9bn while the rise in the excise duty on 

tobacco is forecast to increase revenue above the baseline by ZAR0.4bn. Fuel levies are also 

set to rise sharply by 52 cents/litre. However, 22 of the 52 cents are earmarked for the Road 

Accident Fund and therefore do not contribute to main budget fiscal revenues. The residual 

30c/l rise in the General Fuel Levy should raise an additional ZAR1.2bn. As previously 

announced, the sugar tax, termed the “health promotion levy”, is due to be introduced from 

1 April 2018, generating ZAR1.9bn in revenues in FY2018/19.   

FIGURE 33 

2018 Budget proposes ZAR36bn extra revenues, two thirds from a VAT hike  

Tax measure ZAR bn 

Direct taxes 7.3 

 Personal income tax 7.5 

   Income adjustment for fiscal drag 6.8 

   Medical tax credit adjustment 0.7 

 Estate duty increase 0.2 

Indirect taxes 28.7 

 Increase in VAT 22.9 

 Increase in general fuel levy 1.2 

 Increase in excise duties on alcohol & tobacco 1.3 

 Increase in ad valorem duties  1.0 

 Increase in environmental taxes 0.3 

 Sugar tax ("health promotion levy") 1.9 

Total 36.0 

Source: National Treasury, Absa Research  

If the revenue side of the budget is a little stronger than we expected, the overall expenditure 

side still appears relatively weak, in our view, although this is hardly surprising given President 

Zuma’s rather reckless surprise announcement of free university education just before the 

ANC National Conference in December against the advice of the government’s own 

commission of inquiry. Once announced, it was politically impossible for the ANC to back 

away from, and combined with the need to fund various drought-relief measures, it meant 

that despite swinging cuts and reprioritization in other parts of the budget, previous 

commitments to cut the overall level of baseline expenditure dramatically could not be 

honoured. Thus, the expenditure projection, compared to the numbers envisaged in the 2017 

Budget, is only ZAR.8.6bn lower this year and ZAR18.8bn lower in 2019/20 (Figure 34). 
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FIGURE 34 

Expenditure ceilings were breached in 2017/18, and trimmed only slightly in 2019/19  

ZARbn 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

2013 Budget Review 1093 

     2014 Budget Review 1091 1168 

    2015 Budget Review 1081 1153 1250 

   2015 MTBPS 1078 1153 1250 1354 

  2016 Budget Review 1077 1153 1240 1339 

  2016 MTBPS 1075 1144 1230 1323 1435 

 2017 Budget Review 1075 1144 1230 1324 1435 1524 

2017 MTBPS 1075 1142 1234* 1317 1420 1524 

2018 Budget Review 1075 1142 1233* 1315 1417 1524 

Changes since 2017 Budget - - 2.9 -8.6 -18.8 0.3 

Source: National Treasury, Absa Research 

While there have been cuts in a number of areas, spending has risen in others, including the 

provisions for higher education: 

 an extra ZAR12.4bn to fund free higher education for poor and working class students 

(rising to ZAR20.3bn next year and ZAR 24.3bn in 2020/21). This is on top of a 

ZAR10bn provisional allocation made in the 2017 Budget to fund the tuition freeze;  

 an additional ZAR4.2bn for National Health Insurance and ZAR1bn for preparatory work 

for the 2021 Census; 

 an additional ZAR2.6bn to fund an above-inflation increase in social grants to offset the 

impact of the VAT increase on the poor; 

 a provisional allocation of ZAR6bn for drought relief, with amounts be allocated in the 

adjustments budget; and 

 an uplift in the contingency reserve, compared to the MTBPS of ZAR10bn over the three 

year planning horizon, with ZAR5bn of the uplift occurring in the upcoming fiscal year. 

FIGURE 35 

Higher spending on free tertiary education offset most other spending cuts 

  2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 MTEF 

2017 Expenditure ceiling 1323.6 1435.4 1523.5 4282.5 

 Reductions in baseline from MTBPS -26.4 -28.8 -30.5 -85.7 

 New spending allocations in 2018 Budget 14.0 23.2 30.2 67.3 

   Higher education 12.4 20.3 24.3 56.9 

   National Health Insurance 0.7 1.4 2.1 4.2 

   Increased social grants to offset VAT hike 0.3 0.2 2.1 2.6 

   2019 elections and 2021 Census 0.2 1.1 1.6 2.9 

   Other 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.5 

Changes to contingency reserves & 2017 

provisional allocations 
-2.1 -13.1 0.5 -14.8 

2018 provisional allocation (for drought) 6.0 - - - 

2018 Expenditure ceiling 1315.0 1416.6 1523.8 4255.4 

Changes from 2017 Budget -8.6 -18.8 0.3 -27.1 

Source: National Treasury, Absa Research 
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Interestingly, the 2018 Budget makes no provision for further bailouts for state-owned 

companies (SOCs), even though a number, such as Denel, SABC and PRASA could 

conceivably request new funds from the NT. Moreover, the 2018 Budget states explicitly 

that the finances of SANRAL remain weak due to ongoing opposition to the Gauteng 

Freeway Improvement Project and that SANRAL “may require recapitalisation in 2018/19”. 

The 2018 Budget notes that the expenditure ceiling breach of ZAR2.9bn in 2017/18 was 

due to the ZAR13.7bn bailouts for South African Airways (SAA) and the South African Post 

Office (SAPO). We continue to view the possible demands from SOCs for funding as a major 

upside spending risk, even though the government appears to be taking a tougher stance in 

some respects, acknowledging, for example, that the business models of some SOCs are 

unsustainable and that a holistic reform programme would require restructuring, perhaps 

with private equity investment. We were struck by the absence from the 2018 Budget 

document itself the promise in previous fiscal iterations that SOC bailouts would only be 

done in a deficit-neutral manner through the sale of assets. Then Finance Minister Gigaba’s 

speech, however, was a little more promising in this regard, stating that a property audit by 

the Department of Public Works showed the state owning 195,000 properties worth 

ZAR40bn, which could be sold to help bail out struggling SOCs.  

Additionally, we see major upside spending risks from current public sector wage 

negotiations to replace the three-year deal, which expires this month. The share of 

compensation of public sector workers in total government spending has risen steadily 

since the global financial crisis and is higher than most other countries (Figures 36 and 37). 

The 2018 Budget suggests that consolidated government expenditure on employee 

compensation should rise by 7.0% in the upcoming fiscal year, which is based on a wage 

settlement in the current pay talks that is benchmarked at CPI, given the usual 1.5% annual 

uplift from automatic salary progression and bonuses. However, public sector unions are 

extremely unlikely to accept a pay deal of just CPI, especially after the VAT increase, and the 

government’s last offer to them, before Ramaphosa seized control of the executive, was 

already higher than CPI inflation. We think that without a strong tool to control the public 

sector wage bill – either through a pay freeze or a programme to downsize the public sector 

headcount – little headway can be made on expenditure control. 

The combination of the 2018 Budget’s approaches on revenues (which we see as broadly 

strong) and expenditures (which we see as being weak, if for reasons which are entirely 

understandable given unforeseen events, such as drought or political transition), leaves a 

somewhat weak approach to overall fiscal consolidation. At present, the main budget primary  
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FIGURE 36 

Public sector pay has mounted in recent years 

 
FIGURE 37 

South Africa spends relatively more than most other nations 

 

 

 
Source: National Treasury, Absa Research  Source: IMF, Absa Research,  
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deficit only approaches zero in the last year of the planning horizon, ie, 2020/21. Thus, the 

main budget deficit, projected at 4.6% of GDP in the current fiscal year, is only expected to fall 

by 0.9pp of GDP over the three-year planning horizon, to just 3.7% of GDP by 2020/21 (Figure 

38). Thus, there is no sign of the debt ratio peaking in the three-year forecast horizon. Instead, 

gross loan debt to GDP is projected by National Treasury to rise from 53.3% at the end of 

March to 56.0% by end 2020/21 – even without any of the upside further spending risks 

materialising (Figure 39). National Treasury says in the budget documentation that it expects 

debt to GDP to stabilize at 56.2% in 2022/23 but the fiscal and macroeconomic assumptions 

that lie behind this assertion are not clear. We think the debt ratios could turn out slightly 

higher than National Treasury is forecasting. 

Monetary policy is quite hard to call with confidence 

Monetary policy has been quite tricky to forecast over the last year or so, with a large 

number of SARB Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decisions which were not backed by a 

unanimous vote. Since the beginning of 2017, only 2 of the SARB’s 8 decisions have been 

unanimous. The diversity of opinion on the MPC reflects in large measure the inherent 

monetary policy dilemma for the SARB: what do when inflation remains persistently 

elevated despite persistently disappointing growth. Earlier this week the MPC cut the repo 

rate by 25bp to 6.5% in a narrow 4:3 vote. A cut had been widely expected, with 17 of 22 

economists polled by Reuters calling for one, though we held a minority view that the MPC 

would keep the repo rate unchanged (although we acknowledged that the decision was 

finely balanced). Essentially, we had viewed the recent upside momentum in GDP (plus the 

prospects of still further gains in GDP on the back of stronger confidence) as sufficient to 

offset the recent disinflation progress, especially in light of the fact that we saw CPI inflation 

as bottoming out now, and that we assessed the medium-term inflation risks still to be on 

the upside. In contrast, the MPC “consensus”, as represented by the statement, indicates 

that  the committee sees the risks to the inflation trajectory as now saw the risks “more or 

less balanced” but the 4:3 vote split perhaps shows that there is really no consensus on this. 

The MPC moderated its inflation forecasts slightly, with the stronger currency offsetting the 

impact of the VAT hike, but took a curiously conservative view on growth, in our opinion 

with a growth forecast of 1.7% this year, dropping to 1.5% in 2019. This muted growth 

forecast, contributes to the persistence of the SARB’s projected output gap out to 2020, and 

thus serves to support its decision to cut, but we think the growth performance is likely to 

come in stronger, as outlined above, forecasting 2.4% for 2019.  

FIGURE 38 

Main budget deficit still not projected to narrow much 

 
FIGURE 39 

Debt trajectory now looks set to hit 56% of GDP by 2020/21 

 

 

 
Source: National Treasury, Absa Research  Source: National Treasury, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 40 

QPM still suggests a rate hiking path 

 
FIGURE 41 

FRA market now prices in just 20 bp of rate cuts 

 

 

   
Source: SARB, Absa Research  Source: Thomson Reuters, Absa Research 

 

The market is battling to understand the monetary policy signalling of the SARB, especially 

given its new Quarterly Projection Model (QPM). Unfortunately, the decision by the MPC 

this week seems likely to intensify the confusion. The MPC statement notes that the interest 

rate path generated by the QPM has changed since the previous MPC in January, which saw 

two or three 25bp rate hikes before end-2019. Now, however, only one 25bp increase is 

implied by end-2019, but another two are implied for 2020 (Figure 40). In other words the 

QPM itself still points to hiking, albeit at a more moderated pace. Admittedly, by way of 

mitigation, the MPC has pointed out that its inflation target is 3-6%, whereas the QPM’s is 

necessarily the mid-point of this range, ie. 4.5%, and moreover that the QPM is only a guide 

to policy decisions, not a cast-iron immutable determinant. Nonetheless, some in the 

market might struggle to understand the MPC’s rationale for a cut at this stage, given that 

QPM still generates an inflation forecast above the midpoint of the target range, even with 

some hikes endogenously embedded into the forecast and even when the MPC assesses the 

risks to the inflation outlook to be balanced. Post the MPC’s statement the market has 

slightly scaled back its expectations of further cuts. Prior to the meeting it had priced in two 

full 25bp cuts. Now, the FRA curve suggests only another 20bp of easing over the next nine 

months (Figure 41). In our view, it is “one and done” although we acknowledge, like the 

SARB MPC itself, a high degree of data dependency in this call. 

Credit ratings likely on hold for the next year 

South Africa’s creditworthiness eroded steadily under the Zuma era due to fiscal laxity, 

corruption and policy incoherence (Figure 42). That downward slide in South Africa’s credit 

ratings has now been arrested, as evidenced by the widely expected decision of Moody’s on 

23 March to leave the country’s sovereign credit rating unchanged at Baa3, after putting the 

country on review for a downgrade on 24 November. Perhaps surprisingly, Moody’s 

changed the outlook on the rating from Negative to Stable. Moody’s said in its statement 

that this reflected an even balance of upside and downside risks, with the “new 

administration facing equally significant opportunities and challenges.” We had originally 

expected Moody’s to downgrade, but changed our call after the 2018 Budget implemented 

the necessary VAT hike and evidence that President Ramaphosa, having replaced Zuma, 

was moving quickly to start fixing the state. Moody’s identified three main drivers for 

leaving its credit rating unchanged: a halt in the deterioration of South Africa’s institutional 

strengths; improving growth prospects; and a credible fiscal plan, as represented by the 

2018 Budget. S&P also sees improving growth prospects in South Africa, with a statement 
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on 27 March that it was lifting its 2018 growth forecast from 1% to 2% and from 1.7% to 

2.1% for 2019. It said, however, that while the boost from higher business and consumer 

confidence is likely to offset the fiscal tightening, further reforms, particularly in the area of 

labour markets, are needed to boost South Africa to a sharply higher growth path. S&P will 

make its next pronouncement on 25 May, with Fitch expected around that time too. (Fitch 

does not preannounce the dates of its reviews but sticks roughly to the same biannual cycle 

as S&P.) We think both agencies will leave their ratings unchanged, with a small chance that 

the recent political and growth progress might encourage them to change their outlooks to 

Positive from Stable. But, on balance, we think they will want further clear indications of 

delivery on the structural reform front, with positive consequences on the growth front, 

before moving to a firmly Positive Outlook. Moody’s next scheduled rating review for South 

Africa is 12 October (Figure 43). 

 
FIGURE 42 

South Africa still enjoys one investment grade local currency rating thanks to Moody’s  

 

 
Source: S&P, Moody’s, Fitch, Absa Research 

FIGURE 43 

Credit rating agencies likely to wait until 2017 before any further rating changes 

  S&P Moody's Fitch 

Foreign currency BB Baa3 BB+ 

Local currency BB+ Baa3 BB+ 

Outlook Stable Stable Stable 

Date originally assigned 24-Nov-17 09-Jun-17 07-Apr-17 

Next scheduled review 25-May-18 12-Oct-18 
Flexible – but probably late 

May or early June 

Absa forecast Unchanged 
Unchanged rating but minor 

chance of Positive Outlook 

Unchanged rating but minor 

chance of Positive Outlook 

Source: S&P, Moody’s, Fitch, Absa Research 

Rand has responded to positive political progress 

We have become significantly more constructive about the outlook for the ZAR during 

2018. South Africa managed to avoid a downgrade to sub-investment grade status from 

Moody’s, which would have ejected SAGBs from the WGBI and in turn made the ZAR 

vulnerable to $8-12bn worth of portfolio outflows. Additionally, South Africa’s improving 

growth outlook should also serve to lift both FDI and equity portfolio capital inflows. Foreign 

investors have continued to buy bonds again this year, due to lingering hopes of further 

monetary easing and Treasury’s renewed commitment to fiscal consolidation. 
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Internationally, we expect the ZAR to continue to benefit from the firmer commodity prices, 

favourable emerging market fundamentals, and broad-based dollar weakness. That said, 

the ZAR is overvalued on a number of fundamental metrics and there is a risk that a number 

of local asset managers will take advantage of the Treasury’s recent decision to increase 

prudential offshore investment limits by a further 5% to diversify a greater proportion of 

their AUM abroad. If the Fed hikes US policy rate by more than expected and/or the greater 

protectionist measures out of the US ultimately lead to a global trade war then the ZAR 

could also surrender some of its recent gains.  

In conclusion, things are looking up but there is a long way to go still 

All in all, South Africa faces a brighter future now than seemed likely as the ANC headed 

into its electoral conference in December. President Ramaphosa’s new executive team can 

begin the long overdue task of rooting out state capture, and fixing the various broken 

institutions of the state, though it remains a mammoth task. And it is important not to get 

too swept up in the current “Ramapahoria”. South Africa has persistent and long standing 

problems of poverty and inequality and unemployment that continue to underpin social 

tensions and will not be easy to fix. Current phenomena of climate change and 

technological advances require nimble responses from the government, but forging 

consensus amongst disparate interest groups is time consuming. Still, compared to the last 

couple of years, growth is up, inflation is relatively well behaved, the balance of payments 

presents no major concern, and the outlook for the rand is stable. In broad general terms 

both monetary and fiscal policies are sound, despite quibbles about some of the details. If 

the new government can actually implement even some of the most obviously necessary 

structural reforms South Africa’s economy can make further progress.   

  

FIGURE 44 

Historical ZAR performance 

 
FIGURE 45 

Comparative ZAR outlook 

 

 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Absa Research   Source: Bloomberg, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 46 

Our baseline macroeconomic forecast: stronger than the last Quarterly Perspectives 

  2017 2018 2019 

2016 2017 2018F 2019F 2020F 2021F   Q3 Q4 Q1F Q2F Q3F Q4F Q1F Q2F Q3F Q4F 

Output  (% q/q saar) 

             

   

Real GDP  2.3 3.1 0.2 1.3 1.4 3.8 -0.4 4.5 0.5 2.5 0.6 1.3 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.5 

Real GDP (%y/y) 1.3 1.9 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.7 1.5 2.3 2.1 1.8 0.6 1.3 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.5 

Household consumption  2.4 3.6 -1.8 2.9 2.0 4.2 -1.7 5.7 2.2 4.0 0.7 2.2 1.8 2.4 2.5 2.7 

Government consumption  1.3 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.9 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Investment  -2.7 7.4 1.3 2.3 2.2 3.7 4.8 4.1 4.5 4.3 -4.1 0.4 2.3 3.9 2.6 3.0 

Exports  -0.6 12.3 1.9 3.4 0.3 2.6 -0.2 4.5 1.1 -0.4 1.0 -0.1 3.9 1.6 2.2 3.1 

Imports  -11.3 26.5 -0.6 5.4 -2.1 3.1 7.3 8.2 8.2 7.3 -3.8 1.9 4.5 5.5 6.7 5.4 

External and government accounts (% of GDP)                         

Current account  -2.1 -2.9 -3.0 -3.2 -3.2 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -3.4 -3.4 -2.8 -2.5 -3.2 -3.3 -3.4 -3.5 

Consolidated fiscal balance* n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a -3.5 -4.3 -3.8 -3.8 -3.7 -3.3 

Consolidated primary balance* n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.0 -0.7 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.5 

Government debt* n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 50.7 53.5 55.5 55.9 56.8 57.1 

Prices (% y/y)                                 

CPI inflation 4.8 4.7 4.2 4.9 5.3 4.9 5.3 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.3 5.3 4.9 5.7 5.4 5.0 

Core CPI inflation 4.6 4.4 4.3 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.6 4.7 5.0 5.5 5.4 5.1 

PPI inflation 4.3 5.1 4.7 4.8 4.4 6.2 6.4 6.9 7.2 6.8 7.1 4.9 5.1 6.8 5.6 6.2 

Interest rates (% eop)                                 

Repurchase rate 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 6.50 7.00 6.75 6.50 6.50 7.00 7.00 

Prime rate 10.25 10.25 10.25 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.50 10.25 10.00 10.00 10.50 10.50 

* Fiscal year starting April. Source: Reuters, SARB, Statistics South Africa, National Treasury, Absa Research 
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